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Abstract
We introduce Point2Skeleton, an unsupervised method
to learn skeletal representations from point clouds. Existing skeletonization methods are limited to tubular shapes
and the stringent requirement of watertight input, while our
method aims to produce more generalized skeletal representations for complex structures and handle point clouds. Our
key idea is to use the insights of the medial axis transform
(MAT) to capture the intrinsic geometric and topological
natures of the original input points. We first predict a set of
skeletal points by learning a geometric transformation, and
then analyze the connectivity of the skeletal points to form
skeletal mesh structures. Extensive evaluations and comparisons show our method has superior performance and
robustness. The learned skeletal representation will benefit
several unsupervised tasks for point clouds, such as surface
reconstruction and segmentation.

1. Introduction
Generating skeleton-based representations to capture the
underlying shape structures is a classic problem in computer vision and computer graphics. Skeletonization has
been shown to benefit various tasks including shape recognition [4,40], 3D reconstruction [38,43], segmentation [24],
shape matching [34, 36], pose estimation [28, 32], action
recognition [21,33] and animation [5]. Extracting skeletons
of 3D shapes using hand-crafted rules [3, 26, 37] has been
researched for decades. With the recent advances in 3D vision with deep learning, predicting curve skeletons for 3D
shapes using networks [44] is beginning to be studied.
In fact, the existing methods only target a specific category of shapes that can be abstracted appropriately by curve
segments, i.e., shapes composed of tubular parts. Also, generating an internal representation, such as the skeleton, for
a 3D shape heavily relies on watertight surface meshes to
explicitly give inside/outside classification labels and precisely compute certain geometric functions [12, 14]. These
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Figure 1. We introduce an unsupervised method to learn skeletal
meshes from point clouds. The skeletal meshes contain both 1D
curve segments and 2D surface sheets which can represent underlying structures of various shapes.

restrictions critically limit the applicability of the existing
skeletonization methods. Hence, it is imperative to develop
an effective method for computing a generalized skeletal
representation for an arbitrary 3D shape. Such a skeletonization method should be able to handle general input
beyond the closed surface, such as point clouds with missing parts, in order to significantly extend the utility of skeleton in various computer vision and graphics tasks.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the medial axis transformation (MAT) and
the skeletal mesh. (a) The MAT of a 2D shape; (b) the original
MAT of a 3D shape; (c) the skeletal mesh.

We observe that the medial axis transform (MAT), one
of the best known examples of skeletal representation, has
a rigorous mathematical definition for arbitrary shapes, unlike the curve skeleton which is only empirically understood
for tubular objects. Given a 3D shape, the MAT [8] is defined as the set of points in the interior with more than one
closest point on the boundary surface; the MAT encodes the
shape to a lower-dimensional representation with the associated radius function. The examples are shown in Fig. 2.
Despite its simple definition, the MAT is difficult to use
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in practice for the following two reasons: (1) the computation of the MAT is expensive, since it requires the input 3D shape to be defined by a closed boundary surface
and a substantial amount of time for geometric processing;
(2) the MAT is notoriously sensitive to surface noise, i.e.,
small perturbations to the shape surface lead to numerous
insignificant branches [2,15] (Fig. 2 (b)); such a noisy MAT
does not clearly reflect the structures of the given shape.
These difficulties motivate us to resort to the formulation of the MAT and the representational power of the deep
neural network to learn a generalized skeletal representation. We name this representation skeletal mesh, which is
an important extension to the curve skeleton. As shown in
Fig 2, the skeletal mesh follows a similar but not identical
definition to the MAT; it circumvents the drawbacks of the
MAT and has its own merits: (1) it is structurally meaningful and topologically informative, where the tubular parts
can be properly abstracted by a few curves while the planar or bulky parts by interior surfaces; (2) the skeletal mesh
is simpler and more compact than the standard MAT; it focuses on the fundamental geometry of a shape and can cope
with point clouds, making it robust to surface noise and partially missing data. Therefore, given such a representation,
the expressive capacity for the geometry and topology of a
3D shape is significantly enhanced.
In this paper, we propose Point2Skeleton, an unsupervised method for learning skeletal meshes from 3D point
clouds. Our method consists of two main steps as shown
in Fig 1. The first step is to predict the skeletal points by
learning a geometric transformation. The second step is to
connect the skeletal points to form a mesh structure; we
adopt a graph structure, and analyze the edge connectivity
by jointly leveraging the properties of skeletal mesh and the
correlations learned by a graph auto-encoder (GAE). Our
main contributions are:
• To our best knowledge, Point2Skeleton is the first
unsupervised learning method for generalized point
cloud skeletonization.
• We present novel unsupervised formulations for geometric learning of 3D point clouds, i.e., learning intrinsic geometric transformations and predicting connectivity for mesh generation.
• We introduce a new representation, called skeletal
mesh, which gives new insights into some unsupervised tasks for point clouds, such as surface reconstruction and segmentation.

2. Related Work
Skeletonization and medial axis transform. Skeletonbased shape representation has been extensively researched
in computer vision and computer graphics. A widely-used
form is the curve skeleton due to its simplicity. Traditional
methods use hand-crafted rules to capture geometric proper-

ties for generating curve skeletons [3,9,17,26,37]. Recently,
attempts have been made to use deep neural networks to
predict curve skeletons [44]. The curve skeletons are only
empirically understood for tubular geometries, so they can
only be applied to a limited class of shapes.
Another form of skeletal representation is known as the
medial axis transform (MAT) [8], which is a principled formulation that can encode arbitrary shapes. There are numerous methods for computing the MAT of 3D shapes,
such as [1] [2] and [15]. However, the MAT is notoriously
sensitive to surface noise, which usually leads to numerous insignificant spikes. Therefore, some methods use simplification techniques to produce a clean and structurally
simple MAT [23, 35, 45]. These methods all need expensive geometric processing and require watertight input surfaces. There are also some rule-based methods for generating meso-skeletons [37, 43] to approximate the MAT. We
use deep learning techniques to efficiently predict the clean
skeletons based on the insights of the MAT, and also show
better performance than the other related methods.
Learning transformations. Learning spatial transforms in
the image domain is an important problem. Representative
works on this problem include spatial transformer networks
(STN) [19] and view synthesis by appearance flow [48], to
name a few. However, learning geometric transforms in the
3D domain is still under-explored. Berkiten et al. [6] propose to learn a combination of geometric features to derive
the transform of surface details. More relevantly, Yin et
al. [47] introduce a deep neural framework to learn geometric transforms between two domains of 3D points. Yang et
al. [46] explicitly predict the medial axis from an input point
cloud. These two methods are able to learn geometric transformations, but the learning is driven by the pre-computed
ground-truth points rather than capturing the intrinsic geometric natures. Also, the learned point-to-point transformation neither contains structured surfaces nor gives topological connectivity.
Inferring mesh structures. There has been growing interest in inferring mesh structures of 3D shapes using deep
neural networks. Due to the difficulty of directly generating such compact structures, many approaches generate target meshes by deforming the pre-defined mesh templates
[25, 41]. These methods lack the flexibility of handling
complex geometries and typologies. Recently, learning implicit representations becomes popular. The common form
is to first learn implicit volumetric functions to represent a
3D shape, such as signed-distance functions [29], indicator
functions [27] and structured implicit functions [14], and
then extract the surface. Some methods aim to directly predict mesh structures from scratch. Scan2Mesh [13] learns
to explicitly generate vertices, edges and faces using graph
neural networks. PointTriNet [31] explicitly learns the triangulation of a given point set to form the mesh.
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Figure 3. Overview of our Point2Skeleton pipeline. Given a point cloud as input, first, we learn a geometric transformation via convex
combinations to predict the skeletal points together with their radii. Second, we connect the skeletal points to form a mesh structure; we
initialize a graph structure using two simple priors and formulate a link prediction problem using a graph auto-encoder to obtain a complete
skeletal mesh.

Most of these methods rely on ground-truth surfaces for
reliable supervision; none of them can be used to predict
skeleton representations that contain curves. In contrast, our
method is directly trained on point clouds, aiming to effectively generate skeletal meshes in an unsupervised manner.

3. Skeletal Mesh
The skeletal mesh of a given 3D shape is a discrete
2D non-manifold defined by a collection of skeletal points,
edges and faces that form the underlying structure of the
3D shape, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). A skeletal sphere is required to be maximally inscribed in the 3D shape, denoted
as s = (c, r(c)) ∈ R4 , where c ∈ R3 is the center of the
sphere (i.e., the skeletal point), and r(c) : R3 → R is the associated radius. We use eij = (ci , cj ) to represent an edge
of the skeletal mesh connecting two skeletal points ci and
cj , and use fijk = (ci , cj , ck ) to represent a triangle face.
The skeletal mesh is a discrete representation while the
MAT is continuously defined. The discrete nature of the
skeletal mesh allows us to develop a learning-based approach to robustly compute the skeletal representation, such
that it inherits the favorable properties of the MAT for shape
representation while not suffering from the instability to
boundary noise [2,15]. Several good properties of the skeletal mesh are elaborated as follows, which makes it a useful
representation for shape analysis (see Sec. 6).
Recoverability. The skeletal mesh can be considered as a
complete shape descriptor, which means it can reconstruct
the shape of the original domain. Fig. 4 (b)(c) shows how
to reconstruct the original shape by the interpolation of all
the skeletal spheres based on the mesh structure.
Abstraction. The skeletal mesh captures the fundamental

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Properties of skeletal mesh. (a) A skeletal mesh structure
of a shape; (b) interpolation of the skeleton spheres of an edge
(top) and a triangle face (bottom); (c) the interpolation of all the
spheres on the skeletal mesh reconstructs the original shape.

geometry of a 3D shape and extracts its global topology; the
tubular parts are abstracted by simple 1D curve segments
and the planar or bulky parts by 2D surface triangles.
Structure awareness. The 1D curve segments and 2D surface sheets as well as the non-manifold branches on the
skeletal mesh give a structural differentiation of a shape.
Volume-based closure. The interpolation of the skeletal
spheres gives solid cone-like or slab-like primitives (see
Fig. 4 (b)); then a local geometry is represented by volumetric parts, which provides better integrity of shape context.
The interpolation also forms a closed watertight surface.

4. Method
Our method is composed of two modules. As shown in
Fig. 3, given a point cloud as input, the first module is to
predict a set of skeletal points by learning a geometric transformation (Sec. 4.1). The second module is to connect the
skeletal points to form a skeletal mesh, where we resort to a
graph structure to analyze the edge connectivity (Sec. 4.2).

4.1. Skeletal Point Prediction
Given K input points {pi } with 3D coordinates, represented as P ∈ RK×3 , our goal is to predict N skeletal
spheres {si = (ci , r(ci ))}, represented as S ∈ RN ×4 ,
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consisting of the coordinates of the centers C ∈ RN ×3
and their radii R ∈ RN ×1 . To start with, we use PointNet++ [30] as the encoder to obtain the sampled input points
′
′
P ′ ∈ RK ×3 and their contextual features F ∈ RK ×D ,
where K ′ <K and D is the dimension of the feature.
Convex combination. We observe a skeletal point can be
considered as a local center of a set of surface points. Consequently, instead of directly predicting the coordinates of
the skeletal points, we use the convex combination of input
points to generate the skeletal points. To this end, we pre′
dict the weights W ∈ RK ×N of the sampled input points
P ′ in the convex combination and all the skeletal points C
are derived by:
K
X
′

C = WT P ′

s.t. j = 1, ..., N

W(i, j) = 1. (1)

i=1

Now we explain how to estimate the radius of each skeletal sphere. First, the closest distance from an input point p
to all the skeleton points {ci } is defined as follows:
d(p, {ci }) = min kp − ck2 .
c∈{ci }

(2)

The distances for all K ′ sampled input points pi com′
puted by Eq. 2 are summarized in a vector D ∈ RK ×1 .
Now we express the radii of all the skeletal points as the
linear combinations of their closest distances of all the sampled points, i.e., R = W T D. The rationale of using the
same weights W as Eq. 1 is based on the fact that the predicted weights for a skeletal point c are large only for the
input points close to c, but diminish to zero for those far
from c. The reader can refer to the supplementary material
for a detailed argument.
The advantages of using the weights of convex combination to predict the skeletal points lie in: (1) the generated points tend to be located inside the local shape without using explicit inside/outside labels given by a watertight
boundary surface; (2) the computed combinational weights
W can be considered as linear filters which are effective for
denoising when computing the radius.
Similar to [11], we use a shared multi-layer-perceptron
(MLP) followed by a softmax layer to produce the weights
W. By capturing the properties of the skeletal mesh, we are
able to design a set of loss functions to train the network to
obtain the combinational weights W.
Based on the recoverability of the skeletal mesh, we first
introduce two loss functions to measure the reconstruction
error from two different perspectives.
Sampling loss. We sample points on the surface of each
skeletal sphere and measure the Chamfer Distance (CD) between the sampled points {ti } and the input points {pi }:
X
X
Ls =
min kp − tk2 +
min kt − pk2 . (3)
p∈{pi }

t∈{ti }

t∈{ti }

p∈{pi }

Here we adopt a uniform sampling strategy. For a skeletal sphere (c, r(c)), a surface point t can be obtained by
t = c + r(c)v given a unit direction vector v; we sample
8 points for each skeletal sphere by giving 8 unit vectors
V = {(±η, ±η, ±η), 3η 2 = 1}.
Point-to-sphere loss. In addition to sampling, we introduce
a loss function that measures the reconstruction error by explicitly optimizing the coordinates of the skeletal points and
their radii:
X
X
Lp=
(min kp−ck2−r(cmin
))+ (min kc−pk2−r(c)),
p
c∈{ci }
p∈{pi }

p∈{pi }
c∈{ci }

(4)
where {ci } represents the predicted skeletal points, {pi } the
input points, r(c) the radius of a skeletal point c, and cmin
p
the closest skeletal point to the input point p. The first term
constrains each input point to be located on the surface of
its closest skeletal sphere, while the second term encourages
each skeletal sphere to touch its closest input point.
These two complementary losses optimize the consistency between the skeleton and the input point cloud from
different aspects, leading to more reliable predictions (see
the evaluations in Sec. 5.2).
Radius regularizer. An inscribed sphere of a 3D shape is
sensitive to surface noise; that is, a sphere can be stuck in
the space among several noisy points thus resulting in a tiny
radius. To focus on the fundamental geometry for better
abstraction and avoid instability, therefore, we also include
a radius regularization loss to encourage larger radii:
Lr = −

X

r(c).

(5)

c∈{ci }

Instead of directly being predicted by the network, the
radii are computed using a linear combination of the distances in Eq. 2 with the weights W. Thus, the radius values
are bounded to a certain range, which prevents them from
growing too large and giving a very small value of Lr to
destroy the optimization. The total loss function for predicting skeletal spheres is a weighted combination of these
three terms:
Lskel = Ls + λ1 Lp + λ2 Lr .

(6)

4.2. Skeletal Mesh Generation
In this section, we aim to connect the predicted skeletal
points to form skeletal meshes. Our mesh generation process is built on the edge connectivity of the skeletal points,
which can encode both curve segments and face triangles.
We thus resort to a graph representation for this problem.
Graph initialization. Based on the properties of the skeletal mesh, we first initialize a set of reliable links using two
simple priors:
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• Topology prior: A node has a link to its closest node
(marked as known existing links) but no links to its kfarthest nodes (known absent links).
• Recovery prior: Given an input point p with its two
closest skeletal points c1 , c2 , there will be a link connecting (c1 , c2 ) (known existing links).
The topology prior assumes the skeletal mesh is relatively regular. The recovery prior ensures each input point
can be properly reconstructed by the skeletal mesh. Based
on these reliable priors, we obtain an initialized graph with
known existing and known absent links, and we mark the
other links as unknown.
Link prediction by GAE. The initialized graph is usually
incomplete. Therefore, we formulate a link prediction problem based on the graph auto-encoder (GAE) [22], which is
an unsupervised formulation, to further predict the missing
links by analyzing the correlations of the skeletal points in
the latent space. As shown in Fig. 5, the GAE predicts additional links for the initialized graph, enabling our method
to handle missing regions and noise of the input points.
The input to the encoder is the initialized graph G =
(N , E) with N = |N | nodes representing N skeletal points
and E the edge connectivity. The graph G is undirected
and unweighted, represented by an adjacency matrix A ∈
{0, 1}N ×N . To effectively leverage the geometric correlations between the skeleton and the input surface points, the
node features are jointly characterized by the coordinates
C of the skeleton points, their radii R and the contextual
features F of the input, which is denoted as [C, R, W T F ],
where [·, ·, ·] represents the concatenation on the feature dimension and W T F combines the contextual features to the
skeletal points using the predicted weights W.
The encoder is a series of graph convolutional network
(GCN) layers with residual blocks [16] between the consecutive layers. We use an inner product decoder to produce
the reconstructed adjacency matrix Â. Please refer to the
supplementary material to find more details.
Learning. We define a reconstruction loss that captures the
similarity of the reconstructed Â and the initialized A:
Llink=mean(M⊙(−ξAlog(σ(Â))−(1−A)log(σ(1−Â)))).
(7)
This is referred to as a Masked Balanced Cross-Entropy
(MBCE) loss [39]. Here ξ represents the balanced weight,
which is the ratio of the amount of absent links to the existing links; M ∈ RN×N is a binary mask indicating whether a
link between two nodes is known or unknown (as marked in
the graph initialization priors), by which we only consider
the known links in the back-propagation; ⊙ is the elementwise product and σ(·) represents the Sigmoid function.
The capability of the GAE to predict missing links is attributed to the encoded meaningful latent embeddings that
can reconstruct the graph. The decoder establishes the links
by measuring the correlations of the latent features; thus the

Figure 5. Skeletal mesh generation. Given the initialized graph,
the GAE predicts potential links by measuring the correlations of
the skeletal points in the latent embedding, based on which we
refine the initialized graph to derive the final skeletal mesh.

nodes with unknown connectivity will form links if they exhibit strong correlations in the latent space.
Mesh generation. Once the training is finished, we do
not directly use the raw output of GAE as the final skeletal mesh, since it will lead to many redundant triangles and
unclear structures. Instead, as shown in Fig. 5, we use the
GAE prediction to refine the initial graph, which mainly
contains two steps. The first is hole filling. We extract all
the triangle faces on the initial graph, and then detect the
small polygonal loops that do not form face triangles on the
remaining initial graph. A polygonal loop hole will be filled
if the links predicted by the GAE show the hole does not exist. To explicitly consider the geometric recoverability for
more reliable mesh generation, we also fill a hole if there are
enough points on its corresponding area of the input points.
The second is boundary refinement. We extract the skeletal points on the boundary and connect two points if the
GAE prediction shows they are connected. With the predicted mesh, we can re-compute the closest distances based
on Eq. 2 and then obtain a more accurate radius estimation.

5. Experimental Results
Dataset. We collect 7088 shapes from 8 categories of
ShapeNet [10], and use a virtual scanner [42] to generate the
point clouds (2000 points are randomly sampled for each
shape). We use 5/6 of the data from each category for training and the other 1/6 for testing. The network is trained on
all the shape categories jointly.
Implementation details. We use a PointNet++ [30] encoder of 4 set abstraction levels to obtain the contextual features; then the features are processed by 5 shared MLPs to
predict N=100 skeletal points for each shape. For the GAE,
we use a 12 layers GCN with residual blocks. More details
and evaluations are given in the supplementary material.
For the training process, the skeletal point prediction network is first pre-trained only by the CD loss between the
skeletal points and the input points for 20 epochs. This is
to make the skeletal points evenly distributed around the
shape, leading to a better initialization. Then, the network
is trained using Lskel (with λ1 = 0.3 and λ2 = 0.4) for
30 epochs. After that, we freeze the skeletal point prediction network and train the GAE for 30 epochs. The learning
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Figure 6. Qualitative comparison with the competitive point cloud skeletonization methods, i.e., L1 -medial skeleton [17] and deep point
consolidation (DPC) [43].

rates for the two networks are 1e−3 and 5e−4 respectively
and the batch size is 4.

5.1. Results and Comparisons
Evaluation metrics. We evaluate our method and the competitive skeletonization methods from two aspects. The first
is the reconstruction quality for the original shape. We measure the difference between the shapes reconstructed from
the skeletons and the ground truth shapes using the Chamfer distance (CD) and Hausdorff distance (HD), which are
denoted as CD-Recon and HD-Recon, respectively.
Note that only the reconstruction accuracy alone is not
enough to completely reflect the quality of the skeletonization. For example, a poorly designed algorithm that directly
outputs the input points will yield small reconstruction error, but do not constitute a reasonable skeleton. Unfortunately, there are no existing metrics to evaluate if a skeletonization is reasonable, since the skeleton is a form of
shape abstraction involving higher-level perceptions. Nevertheless, we observe a manually simplified MAT, where the
unstable spikes are removed, not only shares some common
characteristics with different forms of skeletons, but also
has good geometric accuracy. A simplified MAT contains
both curve-like and surface-like geometries; thus it can be
used to evaluate the methods that are based on curves or
beyond the curves.
We repair the ground truth meshes of the ShapeNet, convert them to watertight meshes [18] and compute the strictly
defined MATs. We manually simplify the MATs using the
handcrafted methods [23] by removing the spikes to make
them visually simple and clean (see the supplementary material for more details). Again, we use the CD and HD to
measure the difference between the output skeletal representations and the simplified MAT, denoted as CD-MAT and
HD-MAT. All these distances are computed by randomly
sampled points from the respective geometries.
Comparisons. Since learning-based skeletonization is
barely studied, we evaluate our method with comparisons
to closely relevant approaches that are not learning-based,

i.e., L1 -medial skeleton [17] and deep point consolidation
(DPC) [43]. We use the code released by the authors for
comparison. Similar to ours, these methods are designed
for the skeletonization of an arbitrary 3D shape given as a
point cloud. Fig. 6 shows the qualitative comparisons with
these methods. The L1 -medial skeleton [17] can produce
structured representations that only contain 1D curves, thus
resulting in large errors when used to abstract non-tubular
shapes. The DPC [43] method can generate both surfacelike and curve-like skeletons, but the representations are
unstructured points that lack topological constraints, leading to inconsistency for thin structures. In contrast, our
method can generate more compact and structurally meaningful skeletal representations for various geometries.
As shown in Table 1, we quantitatively compare our
method with these two methods using the four metrics
aforementioned. The results show that our method not only
more accurately encodes the information from the original
input, but also produces more reasonable skeletonization results that are geometrically meaningful.

5.2. Discussions
We conduct a series of ablation studies to verify the various settings in our framework, and also some experiments
to further explore the properties of the proposed method.
Skeletal point prediction. We evaluate the effect of the geometric constraints in the loss function (Eq. 6) for skeletal
point prediction. We alternatively remove each constraint
and analyze the quality of the predicted skeletal points. The
qualitative and quantitative results are shown in Fig. 7 and
Table 2, respectively. Under the effect of the radius regularizer that encourages larger radii, only the point-to-sphere
loss struggles to constrain the skeletal spheres inside the
shape without using sampling loss. The removal of the
point-to-sphere loss results in inaccurate radii and uneven
distribution of spheres, while the removal of the radius regularizer leads to spheres that are scattered instead of being
maximally inscribed. Using the full configuration better
captures the inner structures and achieves higher accuracy.
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Airplane
Chair
Table
Lamp
Guitar
Earphone
Mug
Rifle
Average

CD-Recon
HD-Recon
CD-MAT
HD-MAT
L1
DPC
Ours
L1
DPC
Ours
L1
DPC
Ours
L1
DPC
0.0378 0.0348 0.0363 0.2216 0.1436 0.1266 0.0793 0.1307 0.0611 0.2384 0.2580
0.1126 0.0769 0.0441 0.4810 0.2478 0.1618 0.1885 0.2286 0.0974 0.4991 0.3707
0.1041 0.0853 0.0424 0.3453 0.2584 0.1745 0.1541 0.2683 0.0876 0.3583 0.3690
0.1542 0.0712 0.0335 0.3956 0.1850 0.1382 0.1870 0.1751 0.0884 0.4089 0.2627
0.0655 0.0212 0.0179 0.2180 0.0589 0.0625 0.0817 0.0672 0.0536 0.2262 0.1226
0.0437 0.0573 0.0399 0.1908 0.2059 0.1125 0.0607 0.2216 0.1638 0.1732 0.3403
0.2864 0.1280 0.0417 0.9142 0.3510 0.1419 0.5316 0.4600 0.1179 0.9057 0.4308
0.0260 0.0215 0.0213 0.1078 0.0702 0.0767 0.0494 0.0427 0.0356 0.1234 0.1050
0.1038 0.0668 0.0372 0.3593 0.2049 0.1424 0.1665 0.2026 0.0828 0.3667 0.3047
Table 1. Quantitative comparison with the competitive point cloud skeletonization methods.

w/o sampling(Ls )
w/o point2sphere(Lp )
w/o radius(Lr )
full configuration

CD-Recon
0.3032
0.0535
0.0634
0.0525

HD-Recon
0.4886
0.1619
0.2206
0.1592

CD-MAT
0.7319
0.1102
0.1276
0.1060

Ours
0.1721
0.2151
0.2085
0.2003
0.1216
0.2130
0.2158
0.0957
0.1898

HD-MAT
0.7848
0.2236
0.2517
0.2079

Table 2. Quantitative ablation study using different configurations
of the geometric constraints for skeletal point prediction.

Figure 8. Qualitative results of alternative mesh generation methods by connecting vertices to form mesh structures.

Delaunay
Ball Pivoting
KNN
w/o graph
w/o GAE
w/ GAE

Figure 7. Qualitative ablation study on different configurations of
the geometric constraints for skeletal point prediction.

Mesh generation. Given a set of discrete points, there are
some frequently used methods to generate meshes in the
same manner as our method, i.e., connecting the vertices
to form mesh structures. The alternative methods tested include Ball pivoting [7], Delaunay triangulation (deleting the
triangle faces with overlong edges using a threshold) and K
Nearest Neighbor (KNN) (connecting the K nearest neighbors of each point and extracting the formed triangles). The
qualitative and quantitative results are shown in Fig. 8 and
Table 3 (the first three rows). Our strategy for connecting
points into a skeletal mesh is significantly better than the
alternative methods, thanks to the joint use of the properties
of skeletal mesh and the point correlations in latent embeddings; the other methods cannot preserve the typologies and
thus are not suitable for generating skeletal meshes.
As an ablation study, in Table 3, we also report the errors without using the graph initialization (only skeletal
spheres) and without using the GAE (only graph initialization), respectively. The results demonstrate the improvements brought about by the learned latent embeddings over
the raw output of skeletal spheres and the initialization.
Noise and sparsity. To study the effect of the input quality on our algorithm, we evaluate our method using the input of different point numbers and noise levels, i.e., 2000
points with no noise, 1000 points with 0.5% noise and 500

CD-Recon
0.0388
0.0443
0.0394
0.0525
0.0383
0.0372

HD-Recon
0.3313
0.3903
0.2811
0.1592
0.1462
0.1424

CD-MAT
0.1196
0.1095
0.0946
0.1060
0.0842
0.0828

HD-MAT
0.3386
0.3965
0.3243
0.2079
0.1886
0.1898

Table 3. Quantitative comparisons with different methods for mesh
generation by connecting vertices (first 3 rows); ablation study for
the mesh generation (last 3 rows).

Figure 9. Qualitative evaluation on the effect of the quality of input
point cloud, i.e., density (point number) and noise.

points with 1% noise. The qualitative results are shown in
Fig. 9 and more results can be found in the supplementary
material, where we can find the results are largely similar.
However, since we use the convex combination of the input points to generate the skeletal points, if the input points
are too sparse and some points on the convex hull are missing, our method struggles to recover the complete geometry
(see the red boxes in Fig. 9).
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Figure 11. Unsupervised structural decomposition for point clouds
by detecting dimensional changes and non-manifold branches on
the skeletal mesh.

Figure 10. Unsupervised surface reconstruction from point clouds.
Our method can produce watertight surfaces without the need of
surface normals and can capture the details of thin structures.

6. More Applications
Some good properties (see Sec. 3) of the skeletal mesh,
i.e., recoverability, abstraction, structure-awareness and
volume-based closure, provide new insights into several unsupervised tasks on point clouds. In this section, we demonstrate the benefits to four such applications.
Surface reconstruction. Generating watertight surfaces
from point clouds for thin structures and preserving the
original typologies, especially when there is no supervision
from ground-truth, is a highly challenging problem. The
skeletal mesh provides a suitable vehicle for solving this
problem, since we can reconstruct the surface of an input
point cloud by interpolating the skeletal spheres. We qualitatively compare to some unsupervised surface reconstruction methods, including Ball pivoting [7], Screened Poisson reconstruction [20] and PointTriNet [31]. The results
are shown in Fig. 10. On the one hand, the reconstructions
using skeletal meshes preserve the complex typologies and
also capture the thin structures of the input. On the other
hand, unlike the Poisson reconstruction, our method does
not need to input any surface normal information, and is
still able to produce high-quality watertight surfaces.
Structural decomposition. The skeletal mesh is structureaware as introduced in Sec. 3; thus it naturally induces a
structural decomposition of a shape without data annotation. Fig. 11 shows a set of segmentation results by detecting the dimensional changes and the the non-manifold
branches on the skeletal meshes.
Shape in-painting. The skeletal mesh encodes volumebased shape context which provides better integrity of part
geometry, leading to robustness against partially missing
data. Thus we can recover the complete geometry from an
incomplete point cloud. Some results are given in Fig. 12.
Skeleonization with consistent correspondence. Skeletons play a vital role in pose recognition and animation, in
which a challenge is to find the correspondences between

Figure 12. Skeletal mesh prediction for reconstructing complete
surfaces from point clouds with missing regions.

Figure 13. Skeletal meshes with consistent correspondences. We
color the skeletal points of each shape individually based on their
indices in each prediction; some key skeletal points are highlighted
to show the semantic consistency.

different poses of a human or an animal. Fig. 13 shows the
skeletal meshes generated for a sequence of horse models in
different poses. Without explicitly enforcing the correspondence, the results for different poses are semantically consistent due to the learning of convex combination (see [11]
for the detailed explanation). This would be beneficial for
tasks that require pose invariance in animation.

7. Conclusion
We propose Point2Skeleton, a novel unsupervised
method for generating skeletal meshes from point clouds.
We first predict skeletal points by learning a geometric
transformation, and then analyze the connectivity of the
skeletal points to form meshes. Experiments show that the
skeletal mesh generated by our method effectively captures
the underlying structures for general 3D shapes, even when
represented as points clouds with noises or missing parts.
We believe our method for learning skeletons can benefit
a variety of 3D applications, given the good properties of
the skeletal mesh. In the future, how to combine the geometric and topological properties of the skeletal mesh and
higher-level supervision from humans (e.g., semantics) for
3D learning tasks, would be a promising direction.
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